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Background
Inherited retinal dystrophies are a common cause of blindness,
characterized by loss of photoreceptor function. They can be
inherited in different patterns but due to the nature of the Saudi
population, autosomal recessive is the major form of inheritance.
We aim to identify rare homozygous variants and to characterize
the genetic cause of syndromic and non-syndromic retinal
dystrophy in an attempt to understand the disease pathogenesis
to develop screening, counseling, prevention protocols and new
potential therapeutic targets. Annovar pipeline [1] was selected
for analysis. It is a powerful tool for the study of high-throughput
sequencing data or (NGS) technologies.

Fig 1: Schematic overview of Next-Generation Sequencing
(NGS) of an open-sourced bioinformatics pipeline for the
processing data that is whole genome sequence (WGS) or
whole exome sequence (WES) analysis in Clinical Genetics [8].

Methods

Data analysis and statistics

Patients DNA was used for whole-exome sequencing (WES).

The obtained reads were analyzed and a quality assessment was

Genomic variants were annotated using ion-reporter exome

done using FastQC version 0.11.8 [2]. Alignment of the data was

analysis pipeline. Quality-assessment and data analysis was

carried out by using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner version 0.7.17-

done using FastQC0.11.8. Data-Alignment was carried out using

r1188 [3]. SAMtools version 1.9 was used to remove duplicate

Burrows-Wheeler Aligner0.7.17-r1188. Different tools were used

reads, and create in-depth mapping statistics. Following

to check Duplicated reads, and create in-depth mapping statistics

alignment, QualiMap version 2.2.1 was used to review the

alignment review, sequencing quality and Genome-assembly.

alignment and sequencing quality-control [4]. The quality of the

Quality was checked by optimization contigs/scaffolds, total

genome assembly was checked by optimization of the number of

assembly size, maximum scaffold size, N50value, median contig-

contigs/scaffolds, total assembly size, maximum scaffold size,

length, and GC-content. Generated Variant Calling Format(VCF)

N50value, median contig length, and GC content. To analyze the

file was assembled for genome purity and SNPs. SNP-analysis

purity of the assembled genome, a Variant Calling Format (VCF)

results were extracted using multiple parameters, such as: SNPs,

file was generated. SNP variants were compared to a reference

MNPs, Indels, Transitions/Transversions, Total Het/Hom.

genome. The results of SNPs analysis were extracted with the

Functional annotation of SNPs was done by using Annovar

optimization of the total number of SNPs, MNPs, Insertions,

pipeline.

Deletions, Indels, SNP Transitions/Transversions, Total Het/Hom

Results

ratio, SNP Het/Hom ratio, MNP Het/Hom ratio, Insertion Het/Hom

Whole exome sequencing (WES) of 4 cases of retinal dystrophy

ratio, Deletion Het/Hom ratio, Indel Het/Hom ratio,

were annotated. The cases were screened for 283 genes related

Insertion/Deletion ratio and Indel/SNP+MNP ratio a quick stats

to autosomal recessive retinal dystrophies. 170 related variants

with Real Time Genomics (RTG) Tools software package [5, 6].

were identified while 113 were undetected when GeneCard

Functional annotation of the SNPs were done by using Annovar

(online source) were used for annotation. However, when

pipeline [1].

Annovar (offline) tools were used, 24 genes that were previously
undetected were then identified, increasing the total of genes
identified to 194. Nevertheless, there were genes detected online
that were not detected offline.
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Conclusions
Four cases were analyzed in reference to 11 Annovar databases.
These variants are associated with retinal dystrophies. Further
validation and functional assessment are needed to establish exact
variants role in pathogenesis. In the cases evaluated comparative
WES have shown to be more reliable with the Annovar pipeline.

